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A journalist for forty years, Paul Bongiorno has won four
national Walkley Awards for journalistic excellence.
Originally covering Queensland state politics for ten years
at Channel Ten Brisbane, he has been a member of the
federal parliamentary press gallery for the past twenty
seven years, for seventeen of which he was Ten’s
Bureau Chief and host of the national political program
Meet The Press.
Currently, a Contributing Editor for Network Ten, he
writes weekly columns for The Saturday Paper and other
publications, as well as being a regular commentator on
ABC Radio National. He also has a master’s degree in
theology from the Pontifical Urban University, Rome.
Paul will discuss the 2015 Federal Budget and its likely
effects, with a focus on whether it provides a fair go for all
or whether it will exacerbate inequity in our society.
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The forum will seek to encourage discussion from the floor - $5 Donation requested to cover hall costs
Christians for an Ethical Society is an autonomous mainstream Christian organisation (refer www.ces.org.au)
Contact Information: Robyn Coghlan 6254 0487
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